Sorting spikes from extracellular recording into clusters associated with distinct 2 single units (putative neurons) is a fundamental step in analyzing neuronal populations. 
Introduction
population size in either 80 or 48 dimensional input space. 
Problem Definition

150
Let X = {x 1 , .....x n } ⊂ p denote a set of vector data representing n spikes generated by one or multiple neurons. The coordinates of x i are voltage samples that describe a spike event (they are always voltage samples in this article). The non-degenerate crisp c-partitions of the n objects in a set X can be represented by a c × n matrix U in M hcn , written in terms of the c crisp subsets of it (the clusters X i ) as
Finding clusters in X comprises three steps: deciding how many clusters (c) to look for; 151 constructing a set of candidate partitions {U ∈ M hcn } of X; and selecting a "best" partition 152 from CP (cf. equation (2) below) using a cluster validity index (CVI). given by the leading eigenvectors of the data covariance, i.e., the directions associated with 166 the largest eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix. In other words, PCA seeks a low-167 dimensional representation that explains as much variance of the input data as possible.
168
In neuroscience research, another common approach is to extract features of the waveforms 169 that have a physical meaning: e.g. peak (P), valley (V), and energy (E) [Hattori et al., 2015, 170 Truccolo et al. Here, we will also consider two nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques. The first of 175 these is t-SNE (t-student Stochastic Neighbor Embedding), developed by van der Maaten and
176
Hinton [2008] . It works by converting Euclidean distances between high-dimensional input 177 data into conditional probabilities. In doing so, t-SNE converts the geometric notion of 178 similarity into a statistical concept: if x j is a neighbor of x i , then the conditional probability 179 p j|i is high. Then, t-SNE finds low-dimensional representations y i and y j of x i and x j by 180 minimizing the discrepancy between the upspace p j|i and downspace conditional probabilities 181 q j|i , technically achieved by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between them. The 182 objective of t-SNE is to minimize the sum of the divergences over all the data points.
183
Two features of t-SNE should be noted. First, it is not a linear projection like PCA but rather 184 has a non-convex cost function, so its output may be different for different initializations.
185
Second, it is a parametric technique. Different settings of hyperparameters such as the 186 learning rate, the perplexity, and the iteration rate in the t-SNE algorithm generate different 
189
The main parameter that affects the results of t-SNE is the perplexity, which is the limiting 190 condition for the entropy of the probability distribution of the similarities of datapoints 
194
This limitation affects each datapoint separately based on the local density of the data. This
195
is the feature that enables t-SNE to avoid crowding points in the center of the map so that
196
cluster structure of the data in the upspace data is often seen in the tSNE downspace pro-neuronal waveform data. The optimal choice of perplexity is dependent on the number of 202 points (spikes) in the dataset. We found that for neuronal datasets with thousands of spikes a peek" at a specific type of data structure in the input space. 
Evaluating Cluster Quality
266
Cluster validity comprises computational models and algorithms that identify a "best" mem-
267
ber amongst a set of candidate partitions (CP)
where c m and c M are the minimum and maximum specified values of the numbers of clusters 269 sought.
270
The approach to identify a "best" partition U (and concomitant value of c) in CP can be real case, the data are always unlabeled, so the projected data will be just one color, and 314 the apparent structure will be much less evident than it seems to be in these figures. grouping of {8, 5, 7, 9, 3}, which are then coupled to {6,10}, and then this whole structure 357 is embedded within the 9x9 block which includes {1,2}. We remark that the SL hierarchy all of the upspace data that it sees inZ 10 , the set of mean profiles. (e) t-SNE plot ofZ 10 : perplexity = 2 (f) t-SNE plot ofZ 10 : perplexity = 3 mixture of all nine subsets (c=1). This yields a total of 502 mixtures of labeled waveforms.
396
For the sake of brevity, we showcase four representative units and the various mixtures that 397 can be built from them at c=2, c=3, and c=4. Figure 8 shows the four representative subsets
398
(all nine subsets of the waveforms are shown in Figure 15 ).
399
Figure 8: The subsets of spikes generated by four representative units: X1, X2, X3, and X4 containing 1173, 700, 779, and 382 spikes, respectively. Note that the waveforms in X4 are visually different than most of the waveforms in the other three subsets. This fuels an expectation that mixtures with X4 as one component will be somewhat more separable than mixtures without it. to subset X4. Now we will discuss the six cases in more detail.
424
In 9(b), PCA, Wavelet, t-SNE, and Sammon show two clusters, while the PV-E plot shows 425 just one. In 9(c), all the projections except t-SNE point to one cluster; and in the other 
431
The Peak to Valley and Energy (PV-E), are the only real (physically meaningful) 2D features.
432
All the other 2D projections are dimensionless, i.e., they do not have physical meaning. It is 433 important to emphasize that neither the 2D projections nor iVAT produce clusters, all these 434 visual methods just suggest how many to look for. except for t-SNE fail to point to c=3 and the iVAT image is not informative either. In Figure   453 10(c) for X234, the PV-E and Wavelet projections suggest that c=2, while PCA, t-SNE and whereas, t-SNE maps the four subsets with arguably enough clarity to declare that X1234 464 has four clusters. It can be argued that while the input has c=4 labelled subsets, the primary 465 visual evidence does not support c=4, nor will there be a "best" set of clusters in the upspace 466 at this value of c. In other words, just because the subsets have 4 labels does not guarantee 467 that a cluster analysis of the data will agree. When you imagine the scatterplots in Figure   468 11 without colors there are not four distinguishable clusters present.
469
PCA PV-E Wavelet t-SNE Sammon Waveforms iVAT
(a) (b) Figure 11 : X1234 mixture at c=4
In summary, we note again that although the subsets of spikes were obtained from indepen- 
501
The DI and GDI 33 , as internal measures, were used to give a sense of the structure inherent The ARI maximizes at 1, so clustering in the 2D t-SNE downspace data provides c-means 518 clusters that, on average, slightly better match the ground truth partitions than c-means 519 clusters in the input space.
520
In order to highlight the importance of dimensionality reduction and feature extraction tech- 
534
Osort is a greedy algorithm that clusters data in the upspace (input space). The idea is that 535 the limit in discerning two waveforms from each other is the noise in the data. Therefore, 
557
This provides further evidence that the space in which the clustering is performed plays an 558 important role in the quality of the unit sorting. Figure 13 shows that clustering with c-means 559 in the 2D t-SNE data works fairly well with both real and simulated data. Figure 13 also 
560
shows that c-means clustering in the input space is second best amongst the methods tested,
561
and we think that upspace clustering should be a default option in all cases. We remind 562 readers that other clustering algorithms might yield different results, and that almost every 563 clustering algorithm will deliver clusters at any value of c. 3  6  9  12  15  18  21 3  6  9  12  15  18  21 3  6  9  12  15  18 on the data is a downside to using t-SNE to provide projected data for clustering.
603
In the first dataset, simulations were generated using average waveforms obtained from ex- 
628
There is an inherent variability in the waveforms imposed by the variations in the intracel- 
639
Since the cluster visualization in PCA or other feature spaces usually exhibits overlapped or 640 mixed clusters, it is common to leave a lot of non-outlier waveforms unsorted to get well sep-641 arated clusters. Our results show that the 2D t-SNE projection is the most reliable feature 642 extraction scheme we tested. We believe that t-SNE works well since it is a probabilistic-643 based approach that is appropriate for neuronal data. In a nutshell, the variability caused 644 by the noisy spikes can often be circumvented by converting the deterministic dissimilarity 645 measure between two waveforms into a probability of dissimilarities.
646
In this paper, we also demonstrated that the visual assessment of c from the iVAT images 647 is often possible, highlighting that if clustering in the upspace is preferred, a visualization 648 tool such as iVAT can be integrated into the package to inform the manual curation process. will be the objective of our next foray into spike sorting clustering algorithms. Let X i and X j be non empty subsets of p , and let d : p × p → + be any metric on p × p . Define the diameter of X k and the set distance δ between X i and X j as:
δ(X i , X j |d) = min
x ∈ X i y ∈ X j {d(x, y)} = δ SL (X i , X j |d). 
GDI 33 (U |d) = 
where,
697
• a = Number of pairs of data objects belonging to the same subset in U and V.
698
• b = Number of pairs belonging to the same subset in V but to different subsets in U
699
• c = Number of pairs belonging to the same subset in U but to different subsets in V. 
